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ㅜа亥˖⾎ʽ
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Ԝ〠亲Ⲵʽ
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ㅜҼ亥˖
ㅜҼ亥˖Ѫᗇสⶓˈ
Ѫᗇสⶓˈੁࡽⴤ䐁
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ௌҀ┑ᘰ˗
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Ҽ䴦༩䴦ᒤҍᴸ˅ े㖾สⶓᗂѝᗳࠪ⡸

ҍᴸޝᰕˈ
ᗂԜ൘а䎧Ⲵ⺞䗷Ҷаཙᖸ⭌㖾Ⲵ⭏⍫Ǆ
ҍᴸޝᰕ
ˈᗂԜ൘а䎧Ⲵ⺞䗷Ҷаཙᖸ⭌㖾Ⲵ⭏⍫
ᗂԜ൘а䎧Ⲵ⺞䗷Ҷаཙᖸ⭌㖾Ⲵ⭏⍫
Ǆᖸѵ⋑ᴹੜ䗷
䛓ѸཊⲴᦼ༠઼ㅁ༠Ǆ
ᡁԜᑨᴹа䭉䈟Ⲵ㿲ᘥˈ
䛓ѸཊⲴᦼ༠઼ㅁ༠
ǄᡁԜᑨᴹа䭉䈟Ⲵ㿲ᘥ
ˈԕѪᮉՊ⭏⍫ᱟаԦ
㘼ަԆⲴ⭏⍫ˈ
ྲᇦᓝǃ
ᆖṑǃ
к⨝⭊㠣Ձ䰢Ⲵ⭏⍫ᱟਖаԦ
һˈ㘼ަԆⲴ⭏⍫
ˈྲᇦᓝ
ǃᆖṑ
ǃк⨝⭊㠣Ձ䰢Ⲵ⭏⍫
ᱟਖаԦ
ަᇎˈ
Ӿ㫉ᚙᗇᮁ䎧ˈ
ᡁԜ൘สⶓ䟼ቡᔰҶޘᯠⲴ⭏⍫ˈ
һǄަᇎ
ˈӾ㫉ᚙᗇᮁ䎧
ˈᡁԜ൘สⶓ䟼ቡᔰҶޘᯠⲴ⭏⍫
ˈቡᱟ
ᮉՊⲴ⭏⍫Ǆ
䜭ᱟᮉՊ⭏⍫Ⲵа䜘࠶ˈ
ᮉՊⲴ⭏⍫
ǄњӪⲴ⭏⍫ˈ
њӪⲴ⭏⍫ˈ䜭ᱟᮉՊ⭏⍫Ⲵа䜘࠶
䜭ᱟᮉՊ⭏⍫Ⲵа䜘࠶
ˈᓄ䈕ᱟаփ
Ⲵ⭏⍫ˈ
㔍нਟ࠶
ਚ㾱൘สⶓ䟼ˈ
ҏቡᱟ൘ᮉՊ䟼Ǆ
Ⲵ⭏⍫
ˈ㔍нਟ
࠶ᔰˈਚ㾱൘สⶓ䟼
ˈҏቡᱟ൘ᮉՊ䟼
Ǆ
⾎ʽ
⾎ʽ 㻞ⵏᱟ䝽ᗇᡁԜ〠亲Ⲵʽ
㻞ⵏᱟ䝽ᗇᡁԜ〠亲Ⲵʽ
Āᡰ㖵䮰ⲴⅼˈᱟⅼѝⲴ䳵ⅼǄѫ㙦こⲴ⡡ˈᱟц䰤ᴰབྷⲴ⡡Ǆ
ഐ⵰⽲Ⲵ⡡ˈᡁԜௌ㔃㢟㕈˗ഐ⵰⽲Ⲵ⡡ˈᡁԜޡ䎤᰾ཙǄ
⽲ᱟᡁԜⲴ㢟ӪˈᡁԜᱟ⽲Ⲵᯠྷ˗㢟Ӫᡁˈᡁ㢟ӪˈӾ↔≨䘌н࠶ᔰǄā
䲿⵰⭌㖾Ⲵ丣Ҁդཿ઼┑ᘰ␡ᛵⲴᢜྣ༠ᵇ䈥ˈ ㅜаᇦᔰ࠶ӛᡁԜⲴㅜа俆ⅼ˖Ā㢟Ӫо
ᡁāǄᖃᡁԜㄉ൘Շᕏݴ䶒ࡽ࠶ӛ䘉俆㺘䗮ѫ㙦こоᡁԜѻ䰤Ⲵ⡡Ⲵ䈇ⅼᰦˈᡁԜԯⵏⲴ䎠䘋
ҶĀ㢟Ӫᑦᡁᖰ⭠䯃৫ˈҏ൘䛓㪑㨴ൂѝˈ൘Ⲯਸ㣡ѝˈ⢗᭮㗔㖺āⲴ䛓⭈㖾ᆹᆱⲴ⡡ᛵຳ⭼Ǆ
լѾޘՊՇ䜭⊹⎨൘㢟ӪⲴ⡡ѝˈӛਇĀᡁⲴ㢟Ӫˈ ⲭ㘼ф㓒ˈ䎵Ѿ䛓зӪѻкāⲴៗៜᰦˈ ањ
⎁Ⲵ⭧༠ᵇ䈥ሶᡁԜᑖࡠㅜҼ俆࠶ӛ䈇ⅼĀ䇙ᡁ⡡㘼нਇᝏᡤāǄ ᱟⲴˈ ᡁԜн㜭ᘈ䇠ѫ㙦こⲴ
⡡ˈ䘉⡡ᱟԕ㹰⌚Ѫߐ߅Ⲵԓԧˈ䘉⡡ᱟ⭘⭏ભᦒᗇՇӪⲴᒨ⾿Ǆୟᴹ䘉⡡ᱟਚᴹԈࠪˈ㘼н≲ᝏ
ᡤⲴ⡡Ǆ
ഐ⵰䘉⡡Ⲵ◰࣡ˈҏഐ⵰ᡁԜ侕⑤Ⲵ⚥Ⲵራ≲ˈ ᡁԜᔰҶㅜй俆䈇ⅼⲴ࠶ӛ-Ā伢ᯬ⭏ભ⍫≤
⋹āˈ 䘉ᱟа俆⅒ᘛⲴ䈇ⅼˈ 亲ᢜᡁԜⲴᮉՊ⭏⍫:Āௌ′н㜭䀰ˈᡁᗳᐢ㻛┯ݵ, ᡁӺ伢ᯬ⭏ભ⍫
≤⋹Ⓚˈଖˈ៹օㅹཷ࿉ф䊀┯ǄāᴰਾޘփᕏݴᕏݴҏоᡁԜа䎧儈༠ⅼୡˈ ᮤњՊᡰ⌻
ⓒ൘а⡷⅒Ⲵⅼ༠ѝǄ
㲭❦൘ਠкਚᴹॱࠐ࠶䫏Ⲵ䈇ⅼ࠶ӛˈնаᇦޘփᕏݴᰙ൘ޛᴸⲴᇦ㚊ՊѝቡӾॱཊ俆亴䘹Ⲵ䈇
ⅼѝ䘹ߣᇊҶ䘉й俆, ൘ਾ䶒Ⲵࠐњᱏᵏӄк䳶ѝࡠՊᡰ㓳ҐǄഐѪ䘉ᱟаᇦޘփⲴһ, བྷᇦӂ
ᨀ䟂, ᡰԕઘӄк㓳ҐᰦⲴࠪऔ⦷ᱟॱ࠶ԔӪ┑
Ⲵ. ൘㓳Ґᰦ, ᕏݴ㓿শҶӾнՊୡࡠՊୡ; ࡠ㓳
Ґୡᗇᮤ喀; ԕ৺㓳Ґоդཿ䝽ਸ㿴ᖻⲴ䗷〻. ൘
Sherry ᨀ䇞ᑖ亶л,Ҽ༠䜘䟽ୡ≤ࡠᡀ. ն䖞ୡⲴ㓳
ҐতഐᴢⴞⲴ䙏ᓖ㾱≲оᡁԜⲴ⟏㓳〻ᓖᴹ䐍㘼а
ࠪᐞ䭉…. ⢩࡛ਟ䍥Ⲵᱟ䎺ࡠ䶐䘁ҍᴸޝᰕ, ઘӄ
Ⲵ㓳Ґ䎺ᴹ⓻ણ, ᡁԜⵏⲴ㻛䈇ⅼⲴ⚥ᡰᝏࣘҶ.
⦻࣋ᕏݴሶ䘉й俆ⅼӾ㖁кл䖭,оԆ৽༽㙶ੜବ
ୡйሿᰦ,ᗳ㻛⚥ᝏ߉лҶᵇ䈥䇽. 㘼䘉Ӌ䈥䇽ᱟ൘ҍ
ᴸޝᰕᲘᴤԕਾᰙ佀ࡽॱ࠶䫏оՇӪ㿱䶒. ᖃ䘉Ӌᴹ
ᝏ㘼ਁⲴ䈍䈝䘋ޕՇӪ㙣ѝ, ᡁԜ⅑㻛䛓਼ањ⚥ᡰᝏࣘ, ᗳѝᴹ䈤нࠪⲴ┑䏣, լѾањᐘབྷ㘼↓
⺞֯ӪᴹᢺᨑⲴь㾯Ӿཙ㘼䱽. ྲ᷌䈤ᡁԜ൘ՇӪ䶒ࡽୡᗇ∄䖳ᡁԜ㓳ҐᰦⲴ≤߶㾱ᴤྭаӋҏнѪ
䗷, նᡁԜⵏ⸕䚃䘉ᱟഐѪ⽲оᡁԜ਼൘.
ަᇎᰐ䇪ᡁԜᱟ൘ਠл㓳Ґ䘈ᱟ൘ਠк࠶ӛˈ 䘉Ӌ䈇ⅼᑖ㔉ᡁԜⲴнӵᱟᗳ⚥Ⲵ⍇⏔ˈ ᴤᱟ⚥Ⲵ
┑ݵǄ⾎ʽ 㻞ⵏᱟ䝽ᗇᡁԜ〠亲Ⲵʽ
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Āੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈḷㄯᱟзᴹѫʽāⅼ༠ᛐᢜˈӪᗳ◰ᰲˈ
䘉ᱟㅜҼᇦᕏݴⲴᗳ༠Ǆ㲭❦ᡁԜ㫉ᚙਾˈᴹᰦՊᴹᘗ䰧ˈᴹᰦ
Պᴹ✖䒱ˈն⾎⭘ㅁ㝨ᑞࣙᡁԜǄĀᓄᖃԠᵋ⾎ˈഐ⽲⭘ㅁ㝨ᑞࣙ
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˅
Āੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈѪᗇ྆䍿ˈ࡛ᰐᯱ亮ˈаⴤ䐁ੁส
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࣐ޕ䱥ࡇˈ啃༠ˈ≄≋⎃⎃Ǆ
Āੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈੁࡽⴤ䐁ˈᘈ䇠㛼ਾˈੁ⵰ࡽཤสⶓⴤ䐁ˈੁࡽ≨
нഎཤʽā䎎㖾ѫˈ䘉ᇎ൘ᱟᡁԜ⇿аսཙ䐟ᇒᡰᓄᴹⲴݹᲟǄ
ᝏ䉒ѫˈнӵᮁᡁԜࠪ唁᳇Ӫཷ࿉ݹ᰾ˈ䘈䎀㔉ᡁԜ┑ᴹ㦓ݹ
ⲴབྷௌҀ˗нӵ䍿㔉ᡁԜṧ⚥Ⲵ⾿≄ˈ䘈ᰦᰦ⭘ㅁ㝨ⴻ亮ᑞࣙᡁԜǄĀ⽲⭘ㅁ㝨ᑞࣙᡁԜˈᱟᡁⲴ࣋䟿ᱟ
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Ⲵᕏݴ൘ҍᴸࣣᐕ㢲࠶ӛⲴ䈇ⅼǄ㲭❦ᡁԜаޡਚᴹє⅑
䝽ਸⲴ㐤㘂ˈն⇿а⅑ୡ䈇Ⲵᰦˈى䜭䇙ᡁԜⲴᗳᴹᝏࣘǄᡁ
Ԝ䲿⵰䫒⩤઼ሿᨀ⩤ᛐᢜⲴᴢ䈳䖫䖫ବୡˈᡁԜⲴৼ൘ᡁԜ
Ⲵᗳ䟼儈ѮˈᡁԜⲴ⌚ӾᡁԜⲴ䀂⍱⏼ĂѫˈᡁԜ⡡
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㢲ˈ⇿ᇦ䘹
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Ԝሶᶕ൘≨ц䟼⇿ཙ䜭㾱䗷䘉ṧⲴ⭏⍫ˈ䗷⚥䟼Ⲵ⭏⍫Ǆᖃᡁ
Ԝᴹᰦىн⸕䚃ྲօ㺘䗮ᡁԜⲴᗳⲴᰦˈىୡ䈇ⅼቡᱟᡁԜ
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ҍᴸޝᰕⲴࣣᐕ㢲ሩㅜഋᇦᶕ䈤ᱟ┑ݵௌҀⲴаཙǄ
൘кॸⲴⅼୡ⍫ࣘѝˈᡁԜੁѫ⥞кҶǉཷ࿉ⲴৼǊǃǉᛘⲴᡰօަਟ⡡Ǌ઼ǉа⭏а
цǊй俆ⅼᴢˈԕ㺘䗮ᡁԜሩѫⲴ䎎㖾઼ⅼ亲Ǆǉཷ࿉ⲴৼǊᱟа俆ㆰঅǃ䖫ᘛն┑ݵᝏᚙⲴⅼ
ᴢǄㅜഋᇦབྷ䜘࠶ᕏݴ൷ᱟ㫉ᚙнѵⲴสⶓᗂˈᱟ
ѫ㙦ぼสⶓཷ࿉Ⲵৼˈ֯ᡁԜ䘉ӋⶾⲴᗇԕ䟽㿱ݹ
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㺘䗮ࠪᶕǄᡁԜ⋑ᴹӰѸу䮯ⲴҀಘˈҏ⋑ᴹӰѸ㖾࿉
Ⲵⅼஹ઼уъⲴᢰᐗˈնᡁԜᴹⲴতᱟ⡡ѫⲴᗳˈ䘈ᴹ
ቡᱟᡁԜⲴৼˈԕ৺оᡁԜᗳ䘎ᗳⲴՇᕏݴǄҾ
ᱟ䛓ཙᖃᡁԜоޘփᕏݴа䎧⵰ǃᥕ⵰㟲ˈ儈
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൪䟽䟿㓗Ⲵ৻ᛵ㺘╄䎋ˈ⭡ᮉՊݳ㘱ᕐ՟⩖ᕏݴሩὺᯩ㡌ㄟ㘱ˈⴻԆԜᒤ䗷  ᰜ䓛⸛↔ྲ❦
ˈڕᝏѻ։ˈᗳѝ⋩❦㘼⭏Ⲵᱟሩ⾎Ⲵᝏ䉒઼䎎㖾ʽ
∄䎋ⲴՈ㜌ѻҹ൘ㅜаᇦ઼ㅜйᇦѻ䰤ኅᔰˈㅜаᇦᱟ൘␈⊠ҶᕪⲴ䶂ᒤߋѻਾ䰟ߣޕ䎋ⲴǄㅜа
ᇦݸਆа࠶ѻਾˈㅜйᇦ൘ᤕ⌥Ⲵ᭟ᤱлᔰ৽ࠫˈ䘎ਆйⴈ㧧ᗇҶㅜаቺᇦᓝ҂҃⨳ഒփ䎋Ո㜌Ǆ
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It’s always exciting for the children to have a presentation in front of the parents and adults. On Labor Day,
September 6, 2010, during the Saints Gathering for hymn sharing time, all three Children’s Classes on
Saturday got a chance to do so.
About 25 Little Shepherds, Little Soldiers and Little Stewards
along with two teachers from each class went up to the front
of the meeting hall. They first sang the theme song “Love Our
Home”. Linda and Catherine sang a duet once and then their
parents joined them for the second time. All other kids sang
the chorus wonderfully. They then sang “Ask, Seek and
Knock” altogether accompanied with shakers and bells. The
third song the kids presented was “Jesus, Name Above All
Names”. Not only did they sing the hymn, but also
demonstrate the universal sign language. It was so lovely and
so beautiful. They certainly won lots of applause.
“Everyone loveth, it’s a glorious home; everyone giveth, never a lonely place.” Every serving sister of the
Children’s Classes on Saturday teaches the kids and nurtures them with their love and patience, giving their
time and effort to keep the kids in the House of God. They also plant the Seed of the Word into their young
hearts and bring the kids to the Lord. May Glory be to our Loving God!
“Everyone treasures, it’s a sweeter home; everyone forgives, it’s a happy home.” It was not an easy thing to
get all the kids age 3 to 12 years old together to prepare for the presentation. Daisy and Jeff spent tons of time
practicing with the kids. They even started from translating the theme song from Chinese into English, not to
mention how Jeff taught the kids and the teachers the sign language from scratch. May the Lord continue to
bless all the kids, the serving sisters and His Church!
The young people thoroughly enjoyed the Labour Day meeting on September 6th, 2010. The two songs we
chose to sing: ‘How Great Is Your Love and I Just Keep Calling O Lord’ are both great songs that all of the
young people love to sing. Our preparations for the songs consisted of some rhythmic clapping, different
arrangements for the brothers and sisters, and an encore of the brothers Joy R’ Us ‘I Just Keep Calling O
Lord’ actions. All of us enjoyed immensely the time we spent together preparing.
I think the theme song of ‘Loving our home’ was
really an appropriate song for the meeting because it really
reminded me of how coming to the meeting hall every week
seemed like going home. It’s a very encouraging message
and I think all of the young people took it to heart.
It was an amazing day. From the sharing of the
songs from all the homes and the creative ways they chose
to express their love for the Lord, to all the various events
and instruments playing, it was incredibly enjoyable to
watch. From the bonding in winning the first round of the
ping pong tournament, to the same bonding in losing in the
second round, I really enjoyed the time when everybody came together to play a friendly sport. September 6th
was a day that all of us won’t forget for a long time. Just seeing the whole church came together and sang
praises to the Lord was heart lifting. I remember the very end of the singing ‘In Moments Like These’,
brother at the piano, sister at the violin. Those last few moments of singing were – and I could tell – truly
from all of our hearts to the Lord. In moments like these, when we’re starving and waiting for our turn to
have lunch, I sing out a love song to Jesus. What could be truer? I really believe that the Lord was in our
midst that day.
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